
 

Kiwanis Club of Ottawa 
2011 Charity Golf Tournament Committee 

 

Meeting Minutes of the July 20, 2001 meeting held via conference call 
 
Attendees: Barb, Geoff G., Bill, Sheri, Will, Harold, Michel, Peter N. Patrick M., Pat C., Mike M. Tom 
P., Clive W. 
 
1. Sponsor Update 
 
 Minto is confirmed as dinner partner for sponsorship by Harold.  We still need the other half of 

dinner partner. 
 Golf Cart Sponsor other half still open.  We need this one, can negotiate if we have to. 
 Pin Flag Sponsor-we hope to have Trinity confirm this soon if possible-Pat C. Will follow up 

with Trinity  
 Holes: District Realty confirmed now by Harold 
 Hole #3-half a hole needed 
 Hole #6-need to fill 
 Hole #8-need to fill 
 Hole #15-need to fill 
 Western Union is confirmed as silent auction items but not sponsor items but Tom P says they 

will be in next year for sponsorship 
 Shred it is no.  Big jump no.  Donnelly yes for silent auction only.  Grass Roots was offered the 

half carts, and Tom P to follow up. 
 
2. Citizen –Pat McGarry-Citizen email 
 
Pat C. Says we don’t need a media partner for every event as Kiwanis Board has advertising for any of 
their events that they want.  We usually do the advertising after the event.  Action-item Pat C. is going 
to give the advertising from last year to Sheri and we will finalize against the sponsorship Kit to 
ensure covered off. 
 
Pat M. Will go back to the Ottawa Citizen and offer them the “Silent Auction Sponsor” in exchange for 
the $5,000.00 advertising package and he will try to get a foursome from them as well. 
 
3. Foursome Update Bill G 
 
The following is not a complete list but just some notes to assist Bill.  Bill will be tracking down the 
remaining required info to fully update. 
 
4. Clive for a foursome now confirmed needs to get names to Bill 
5. Metcalfe-need to get names 
6. PG Doherty-Bill will call and also ask if they can put in a second group as requested by Mike 
7. Ernst and Young confirmed for a foursome-to Pat M 
8. OLG slots confirmed-need names and Pat M to chase down 
9. Collins Barrow-confirmed 
10. Jim Durrell is in and confirm the same names as last year-Barry Nicholds, Mike Sharp, Graham Bird 
11. Merck Burn is now confirmed in, names to follow 
12. Comtech is in confirmed with Peter N. 



 

13. EH is confirmed-names to be provided by Sheri 
14. Apollo players should be moved to 14A 
15. Tom P-says Scott Hunter is coming out of his group and he has been replaced with Jeff Vivian  
16. PMC is also doing a foursome and this is Scott Hunter’s foursome 
17. Schindler is now confirmed as in for a foursome  
18. Bill G has a foursome and he is working on another one as well 
19. ABI-will do a foursome with Mike M. 
20. Walton Capital-Stephan May is organizing the foursome-Mike M. Is to give contact info to Bill 
 
Barb wants to make sure the correct address and contact name for invoicing is absolutely certain.  
Everyone agrees that the Kiwanian contact is responsible for that. 
 
26 foursomes are confirmed. 
10 foursomes to fill still. 
 
New updated Golf Foursome Control Sheet to be sent out tomorrow morning to everyone by Bill G. 
 
4. Silent Auction Update 
 
Michel reports that he made up a brief spreadsheet based on the items Barb mentioned from the last 
meeting, but he says he doesn’t have the donor forms yet as they are being sent to the Kiwanis office 
and no one has gone to the Kiwanis office to send them on to him. 
Barb did get some faxes from the Kiwanis office and she will see if any donor forms are in and if they 
are she will send them to Michel.  Michel has confirmed that he will be responsible for updating the 
main large spreadsheet template himself when Rita returns.  He will collect all new donor forms as sent 
to him by Rita.  He will ask that Rita scan the forms as they come in to him.  
 
Michel believes he can update the large spreadsheet with the new completed 2011 donor forms for next 
meeting. 
 
5. Volunteers 
 
Barb is looking after volunteers for administration stuff and she and Geoff will coordinate. Geoff to 
contact Barb prior to next meeting to finalize these details. 
 
6. Master’s Flag 
 
Geoff and Bill to coordinate framing.  Sheri to follow up with Bruce Brooks as per suggestion by Clive 
before next meeting. 
 
 
NEXT MEETING - CRITICAL - ATTENDANCE REQUIRED IF AT ALL POSSIBLE 
July 27 2011 – next actual meeting at the Apollo Boardroom at 12:00 noon 

 


